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Functions of Film: Leger's Cinema on Paper
and on Cellulose, 1913-25
by Richard Brender

Forthejadedlatetwentiethcenturymoviegoer,the effusivelymaniacal
seem expaeansto the cinemawrittenby the early Parisianavant-garde
Ricciotto
Cancessive.The stridentlyutopiantoneof Guillaume
Apollinaire,
andFernand
seem
udo,ElieFaure,BlaiseCendrars,
Leger
bewildering
especially
whenwe realizethatthe objectof theiraffectionis nothingmorethanTom
Mix shortsand Rio Jim serials,the adventuresof archfiendFantomasor
BlancheWhite'sbidsfor the heartsof the world.'
Thisgroupof critics,all productsof the prewarartisticscene,actually
of avant-garde
the "impressionfilmmakers,
precededthe "firstgeneration"
of these
ists"of theearlytwenties.WhileCanudoandFaurebecamepartisans
refinedsubjectivity,
filmmakers,it seems doubtfulthat the impressionists'
ratherconventionalplots and somewhatsnobbishsense of their potential
audiencecouldhave met the criteriaof earlyParisianfilmtheory.
Ballet Mecanique,madein 1924 by the painterFernandLeger,was
betterdesignedto meetthe approvalof thesetheorists.Althoughit is nowa
classicand enjoysan activeandperenniallife in freshmanfilmcourses,as
well as havingbeen the subjectof StandishLawder'sdeservedlyfamous
CubistCinema,little light has been shed on the film-related
writingsof
between
and
These
show
how
of filmin
1913
1925.
conceived
Leger
Leger
socialandpoliticalterms,as didhis contemporaries.
this
Specifically, generationof theoristsfelt certainthatthe technicalandscientificexplosionof the
twentiethcentury,of whichthe cinemawas one result,had succeededin
creatinga newhumanitycapableof fosteringa moreorganicandlessdivisive
formof socialorganization.
Cinemabecamebothan agentanda resultof this
transformation.
It is preciselythe degreeto whichLegerfelt compelledto
developthenewvisionof humanityratherthanto celebratethealreadyextant
of it thatset himoff fromhis associates.In order
as embodiment
proletariat
the importof bothBallet MecaniqueandLeger'swritingswe
to understand
mustfirstset out to examinethis earlymilieu.
Richard Brender is a doctoral candidate in the Department of Art History at Columbia
University. His most recent article, "ReinventingAfrica in Their Own Image: The Ballet
Suedois'Balletnegre," describingLeger's collaborationin La Creationdu monde, willappear
shortly in Dance Chronicle.
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I. L6ger's Associates. Leger's friend, the novelist and poet Blaise Cendrars,was probablythe most directinfluenceon the directionLeger'sthought
wouldtake towardfilm. Cendrarsbeganhis lifelongfriendshipwiththe painter
in 1913, when the two found themselvesin the artisticcircles of Apollinaire
and RicciottoCanudo.They collaboratedon illustratedbooksbefore the war
separatedthem. Theirfriendshipresumedin 1916, reinforcedby theirsimilar
wartimeexperiencesand the fact that they both had received wounds.
Cendrars'sfirst exposure to film occurredin 1917, when he acted as
Gance's troubleshooterduring the filming of J'Accuse.2 By 1918, he was
workingwith Gance on the latter's landmark,La Roue. Lawdercredits him
with editing the film's crucial first third, the part that was to play such an
importantrole in Leger's Ballet Mecanique six years later.3In 1921, Cendrarswrotehis most importantmanifestoon film, "ABCdu Cin6ma."4During
this period, Leger was in close contact with him and they collaboratedto
produce the one act ballet La Creation du Monde in 1923 for the Ballet
Suedois.
Cendrars'sworkwithGancebroughthim togetherwithtwo otherfigures
who would be importantin forging his ideas on film during this formative
stage: Ricciotto Canudoand Elie Faure. As we have seen, Cendrars'sacquaintancewith Canudopredatedthe filming.In 1913, the latter edited the
literaryjournalMontjoie! whose stated aspirationwas to "Give the Elite a
lead!" What it did succeed in doing was to introduceavant-gardeartists of
variousmediato one another.Throughthe magazine'sactivitiesand Canudo's
soirees, Cendrars,Max Jacob, and Leger all met one another as well as
Canudo.In 1911, Canudowrotehis first film article, "Le Manifestedes Sept
Arts,"5whichserved as a blueprintfor his later activitiesorganizingalternative supportsystems for the film avant-garde.The outbreakof war caused
Cendrarsand Canudoto collaborateon a letter urgingall foreignersliving in
France to enlist in support of their host country. After military service,
CanudoalliedhimselfwithOzenfant'sjournalL'Elan, a move whichconnected him to the postwarpurist movement which Leger would later support.
Legerand Canudomaintainedtheirties as they contributedthe sets and book
respectively for the Ballet Suedois's Skating Rink in 1922. Cendrars's
exposure to Canudo'sthinkingon film could not help but be reinforcedby
Cendrars'spresence on the set of La Roue during its filming. Canudo's
influenceon French film culture was perhapsmost profoundlyfelt when he
set up the Club des Amis du Septieme Art in 1922. Modeledafter his film
display at the Salon D'Automneof that year, C.A.S.A. was establishedby
Canudoas a film space in orderto create an alternativeclass of patronsand
audiencemadeup of artists.One of its memberswas art historianElie Faure,6
an old friend and mentor of Canudo's.
Elie Faurewas the criticwho had the least to do directlywith Legerand
his circle, yet his influence was perhapsthe most widely felt. His book Les
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Constructeurs(1914) and his four volume History of Art (1909-21) had a
substantialimpact on French letters of the period. His rather old-fashioned
anti-cubisttaste in paintingand his celebrationof "ecole de Paris" painters
wouldhardlyendearhim to the vanguardartiststhat surroundedLeger.7Yet
he had greatersympathyfor progressivetrendsin French architecture.8His
correspondenceshows that he was friendly with both Le Corbusierand
Ozenfant.These two leaders of the purist movement eulogizedhim in the
memorialissue of Revue Europe on his death in 1937.9
But Faure's contact with the avant-gardecame most strikinglyin the
film criticism he did in the teens and twenties. His 1918 novel may have
suppliedthe title for Gance's La Roue and his homage to CharlieChaplin
appearedin the purist L'Esprit Nouveau.10
What distinguishesthe criticismof Faure, Canudo,and Cendrarsfrom
other avant-gardefilm theoriesof the day is its stress on the socialrole of film
in transcendingthe old individualisticarts and in creating a new humanity
governed by the collective spirit. This highly idealist synthesis of utopian
socialismand industrialgrowthcould be calculatedto appeal to the socially
engaged spirit of purism which L'Esprit Nouveau representedand which
Legerwas expressingin his work.Even when they were not writtenby Faure,
L'Esprit Nouveau's articleson film were informedby a kindredsensibility."
But just as many of purism'smemberswere allied with earlier movements, so was this first generationof film critics. Like their less political
contemporariesApollinaire,Jacob and Pierre Reverdy, these critics formed
part of a pool from which small prewar art movements "that were never
exclusive and were linked by innumerablepersonalties . .tendingto share
fundamentalideas about the 'new reality'" regularlydrew their support.12
The "left bank"groupof cubists,whichcouldcount Leger, RobertDelaunay,
Albert Gleizes, Jean Metzinger,and Henri La Fauconnieramong its ranks,
had alwaysmanifesteda utopiansocialiststreak. The subjectmatterof their
paintingswas either allegoricalor direct social criticism.As we will see, their
communalexperimentat the Abbayede Creteilcould serve as a foreshadowing of the social worldview of these film critics.
Around 1912, Delaunay became more distant from his erstwhilecolleaguesandgraduallycameto forman offshootmovementknownas "Orphism."
Apollinaireand Leger followed,and Cendrarsand Canudocut their artistic
teeth in this movement.Art historianJohnGoldingcharacterizesOrphismas
being essentiallymore literarythan its predecessor(even thoughthe painting
it generatedwas far more abstractand concernedwith "pureform").13In the
spring, 1914 issue of Montjoie!, Canudo proclaims the journal to be a
mouthpieceof the Orphist(or "Cerebrist,"as he calls it) movement,which
he goes on to justify in effusively utopianterms.14It is probablythis period
which contributedthe wildlyecstatic tone to this body of criticism.
So by 1918, whenpurismis set in motionby Le Corbusierand Ozenfant,
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many of its core members(for instance, Leger, Cendrars,MauriceRaynal,
and Reverdy)not only had workedtogether in previousart movementsbut
also had alreadyestablishedtheirsocialistpremises.The wholefirstgeneration
of film theoristshad alreadybeen conditionedto justifyeverythingin political
terms.
II. A New Medium for a New Humanity. Surfacingamong the rush of
ideas and images that compete for our attentionin Cendrars's"ABCof the
Cinema,"is a tripartitedivisionof the historyof humanconsciousness,which
is determinedby the system of communicationin use. The first worldwide
revolutionconsistsin the developmentof writing- the "meansof retaining
something,a testimonyof the sacred initiation,autocratic,individual."Lasting from the Mesopotamiansdownto 1438, this phase witnessedthe birthof
paintingas a necessary corollary.With the advent of printing,"[e]ducation
becomesmore democratic,and cultureis refined,"and the second worldwide
revolutionis ready to take shape. This new transformationof the worldand
human consciousnessis both individualist,as "New States are formedbased
on the new principlesof libertyand equality,"and conduciveto communalism
as "all the peoples on earth come into contact."15
The newestera is usheredin by a thirdrevolutioninitiatedby "Daguerre,
a Frenchman,who inventsphotography.Fifty years later, the cinemawas to
come. Renewal!Renewal!The eternal Revolution."Lookingat the events of
his day, Cendrarseagerly anticipates"a new synthesis of the human spirit,
towarda new humanityand it seems that a new race of men willappear.Their
languagewill be that of the cinema." The climax of the essay occurs when
Cendrarselaborateson the changes which the cinema will bring about:
In the theaters...
The spectatorwhono longersits quietlyin his chair,whois rippedout of his
in the action,whorecognizeshimself
calm,whois violated,whoparticipates
on the screenamongthe convulsions
of the crowd,whoyellsandwhocries,
whoprotestsandwhothrowshimselfabout.
In the world...
At the sametime,in allthe citiesof the world,the crowdwhichexitsfromthe
moviehouses,whichspreadsout in the streetslike blackblood,whichlike a
beastflexesitsthousand
tentaclesandwitha veryslighteffortcrushes
powerful
palaces,prisons.
In the heart...
Lookat the new generationsuddenlyblossominglike flowers.Revolution.
Youthof the world.Today.'6
Although alarming, this rhetoric was hardly unique to Cendrars.
Leger anticipatedhis friend's historicalteleology by eight years in his first
article, "The Originsof Paintingand its RepresentationalValue," though in
this essay he sees paintingas the liberatingforce, not cinema.17Writingin
Canudo'sMontjoie!,Legeradministerslast rites to superfluousmimeticpaint-
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ing, which only took on its role of "instructing,educatingand amusingthe
people" as a result of its actual function, i.e., providingliterary values to
architecture.Its raison d etre wouldnow become "dynamicdivisionism,"i.e.,
capturing"presentday life, more fragmentedand faster moving than life in
previous eras" by the abstractmeans of "pure plastic contrast." Ironically
enough, Leger delegates new communicationmedia such as movies, photographs,dime novels, and music hall shows, the very agents of this fragmentation of consciousness,to the role of mere sops for the homelessrepresentation
and sentimentalitydisplacedby the newly liberated("purified")painting.
Leger's trivializationof the cinema was short-livedindeed. By the next
year, the mediumis given seriousconsiderationas an art form. In his article
"ContemporaryAchievementsin Painting,"the emphasisof his argumenthas
shifted.18New painting'sbreak with the past is no longer viewed merely as
a response to institutionalchanges in the role of art, but rather as a means
to depictingthe "new sensibility."("If pictorialexpressionhas changed, it
is because modern life has caused it.") Visual language becomes full of
"diminutivesand abbreviations"reflecting an environmentgiving the new
generationmany times the amountof visualinformationgiven to olderartists
in the same amountof time. Using views from train, plane, and car windows
as examplesof new visualphenomena,Legernotes that the cinemais perfectly adapted to reproduce these: "The compressionof the motion picture
[editing?],its breakingup of forms[closeupsand differingscales in succeeding
shots?] are the resultof all this."'19An idealistartistlike Leger can only hope
to "catch the creative spiritof things" and become "a sensibilitycompletely
subject to the new state of things." Speakingof a completelynew art form
- the spectacle - in 1924, Legernotes: "Speedis the law of the modernworld.
The eye must 'be able to choose' in a fraction of a second or it risks its
existence, whether it be driving a car, in the street, or behind a scholar's
microscope."20Traditionalmedia haven't a prayer of keeping up, and the
artist's imperativeis "inventionat all costs."
Much of Leger's vocabulary of "perpetualrenewal," "catching the
creative spiritin its externalmanifestations"and "creativeevolution"seems
to be an ellipticalshorthandalludingto concerns that a contemporaryart
audiencewouldunderstand,so that he need not spell them out. Art historian
Virginia Spate notes how the Orphist generation stressed the primacy of
sensationas an agent for this new consciousness.Since anyone living now is
inundatedwithso much sense data all at once, the Orphistsfelt peoplecannot
help but be in contact with a larger segment of humanityand the universe
than people of past generationswere.21How this perceptiontranslateditself
into this group'sutopiansocial vision is made explicitby its most speculative
member, Elie Faure.
Born in 1873 and trainedin medicine, Faure imbuedhis writingwith
late nineteenth century scientific and philosophicalpremises. For instance,
Cinema Journal 24, No. 1, Fall 1984
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Faure accepted Lemarck'scontentionthat socially created changes could
effect the future developmentof the human species quite literallythrough
heredity.This view of evolutionmeantthat each generationinfluencedfuture
generationsby presenting them with a legacy of redefined humanity, by
Faure
"successiveevolutions,episodes,in effect, of a continuousevolution."22
likens society to a cell where the functionof each organelleis subservientto
the whole. Similarly,the action of the individual"must necessarilybe exercised with reference to its harmoniousrelationswith the organismto which
it belongs,in the midst of which he accomplishesthe task that gives him his
particularcapacities.The individualis nothingbut a functionof this common
organism ..."23As opposedto Marxistmodelsof revolutionand in common
with the "Social Romanticism" of, for example, Victor Hugo, Faure makes
the heroic individual, rather than the masses, the agent of this evolutionary
change.
Faure referred to this class of heroes as "constructeurs," a term whose
sense is best captured by the English word "demiurge." For him, science and
technology, by affecting a material change, necessitate a new social outlook.
Scientists become the newest constructeurs who must insure that the results
are benign. For Faure this meant enabling everyone "to render as is best
possible the function to which his skills have destined him, seeing that everyone in it suffers or gains in a fashion proportionate to how he. . .performs his
particular task."24
We can see how this derives from the "elitist" and "essentially technocratic theory" of Saint-Simonian utopian socialism, where, as political scientist
Michael Harrington describes it, "there was an analysis of the inefficiency and
waste of capitalist society and an insistence on how much more productive
socialism would be" rather than an emphasis on socialism as liberator of the
working class.25 Moreover, this sort of utopianism had a tradition in the
French avant-garde. From 1906-8, various artists set up an arts and crafts
commune that proved a significant vehicle for linking the radicalized symbolist
generation of 1885 with the new utopianism of the prewar years. The
members of this Abbaye de Creteil group, which included Albert Gleizes and
Alexandre Mercereau,26 sought to live in a precapitalist environment where
they could be autonomous from market forces in publicizing their art. As a
result, they set up exhibits of their own work and had a printing press on which
they published their literature and graphics.
Their work itself tended toward the utopian and allegorical. One of
its guests was Jules Romains whose poem La Vie Unanime was printed
at the Abbaye in 1908. Daniel Robbins has labeled this social vision of
unanisme to be the underlying theme of the group. As did Faure, Canudo,
Cendrars, and Leger, Romains singled out science and technology to be
the basic features feeding the new "collective sentiment" of modern life. This
collectivity:
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could be neither focused in one point of view nor establishedin any single
representativetype. The artist'stask was to emphasizethe dispersiveelements
of life . .to show how individualpersonalityis merged in the multiplelife of
the group. . .27

By 1912, members of this group had found their way on to Canudo's
Montjoie!28 and the old doctrine of unanisme reappeared under the Orphist
moniker of "simultanism."29The chief difference between the two movements
occurs in how they realize their goal. For Gleizes, unanisme meant modern
heroic iconography,30 the elimination of a fixed vantage point, and the combination of near and far onto one plane. For the Orphists, on the other hand,
the new order had to be realized in terms of the perception of form. Only by
examining his or her own consciousness could the artist arrive at a transcription of modern life-mimetic conventions were out. Hence, Leger's emphasis
on the purely plastic elements of contrast in his essay quoted earlier (and also
in his abstract Contrast of Forms paintings of 1913-14).
Looking back at Cendrars's conclusion that "Everything changes. Movement. Manners and politics. A new civilization, a new humanity," we can see
clearly how it is based on the Faure-type premise that:
Numbershave created a mathematicaland abstractorganism,useful devices
which are directedto please the grossestof our senses and which are the most
beautifulprojectionsof the brain. Automatism.Psychism. New Commodities.
Machines. And the machine recreates and displaces the sense of orientation
and ultimatelydiscovers the source of sensibilitylike the explorers....31
Cinema, the first medium itself to be a product of technology, will
ultimately supplant older media and catalyze this new technological utopia into
being. Much of this heroic imagery crops up in the avant-garde film of the
twenties. For instance, Marcel L'Herbier's 1923 L'Inhumaine (a film for
which Leger helped with the sets) has a scene where the cold, self-absorbed
chanteuse Claire Lescot is made to sense her place in humanity when the hero,
the inventor Einar Norsen, broadcasts her performances on a sort of prototelevision screen. Now she can see her audience which is spread over the
entire globe. This new humanistic outlook contrasts with Claire's intensely
self-indulgent prior one that we are led to believe was the result of her social
role as artist under the old bourgeois star system. This meshes neatly with
the Orphist outlook on the role of the artist which will synthesize, as Canudo
was to claim,
multiplehumanexperienceswith the divinespirit.And we have unifiedpractical life and the life of the sentiments.We have marriedScience and Art. .the
applicationof the one to the other in order to capture and make permanent
the rhythms of light. This is Cinema...
We're livingin the first hoursof the New Dance of the Muses aroundthe new
youth of Apollo.THE BEATOF LIGHTAND DARK AROUNDAN INCOMPARABLEBONFIRE:OUR MODERNSOUL.32
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III. From Manifesto to Movie: What the New Film WillLook Like.
In a 1925 interview, Cendrars speculates, "You might say that there is a
movie alphabet and that at the present time we know only very few of its
minor letters."33 It is precisely how the theorists of this utopian arm of the
film avant-garde sought to formulate a film praxis, and how they regarded
the "formal" properties of the film medium that will concern us in this section.
However, we must constantly bear in mind that for them every property of
the medium was imbued with social meaning; so there were no "purely
formal" elements. Each new letter was invented with a social end in mind.
It was over how this was to be realized that Leger was forced to part company
with his colleagues.

A. From Storytelling to "CollectiveSpectacle" The first steps to a new film
language involved purging cinema of all those holdovers from stage drama
that it had acquired in its commercial phase. In 1922, Leger protested that:
"the cinema cannot fight the theater: the dramatic effect of a living person,
speaking with emotion, cannot be equaled by its direct, silent projection in
black and white on a screen." Yet, he was not prepared to repudiate the film's
narrative element as such at this point; speaking of La Roue, he was impressed by how the "visual fragments collaborate closely with the actor and
drama, reinforce them, sustain them, instead of dissipating their effect."34
Later, however, it was Leger's repudiation of drama itself that lay at the
root of his distate for mainstream cinema. Citing gesture, declamation, and
melodrama as the elements of the classic stage's "language," Leger protests
"that on stage the human resemblance was a barrier to the lyric state, the
state of astonishment." The only progressive element of the old stagecraft was
the mask, "devised to make a break between the visual atmosphere of a room
and that of the stage, to make the individual disappear in order to utilize
human material, to create fiction on the stage. The human material appeared,
but it had the same spectacle value as the object and the decor." He goes
on to denigrate the "star artist" as an "obstacle to unity" because she or he
subsumes any "plastic value" to the ends of audience empathy and identification.35 People as psychologically coherent entities (i.e., traditional characters)
would give way on screen to people as moving shapes, as mere physical
presences.
Leger's criticism was not just negative; he sketched out a blueprint for
a new genre of "object spectacle" to rise from the ashes of the discarded
classic theater. The acrobat, whose role as a type of "moving scenery" would
allow him to avail himself of "unexpected plastic qualities that will be able to
come into play and animate the stage," becomes the key to the "new theater
of the beautiful object": "I swear to you that the stage will not be empty for
we are going to make the objects act."36 More to the point (for our purposes),
Leger proposes that the lessons of the spectacle be extended to cinema, "an
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incredibleinventionfraughtwith plastic consequencesthat unfortunatelyare
often blockedbecauseof a completelywrongpointof departure."Concretely,
Legerproposesfilming"a story withoutsubtitles,withnothingbut the image"
ratherthan one basedon a novelisticscenerio.37We see that in the two years
between the article on La Roue and the one on spectacle, Leger has made
a completebreakwithnarrativecinema(andstage drama).If we keep in mind
that 1924 is the date of both the latter article and of Ballet Mecanique, it
wouldseem as if the resemblancesbetween Leger's unrealizedtheater piece
and the film are more than a coincidence. The praise for Gance's use of
machinesas "actor-objects"and his earliercall for the end of cinemaas "an
art that has remainedalmost completelydescriptive,sentimentaland documentary"finds its concrete corollaryon screen.38
Leger'snotes that the popularityof the theaterof his day, "this craving
for distractionat any price, must arise from a need for reaction against the
harshnessand demandsof modernlife." He goes on to note that the postwar
period presented"a social plane that is not peace . .anotherplateau where
economic war leaves . .no place to breathe . .a state of war as lamentable
as the first."39 Leger never elaborates on this, but his socially oriented view
of theater's popularity is in direct agreement with another contemporary
dramaphobe-Elie Faure. It is to Faure that we must turn to appreciate this
point fully. Likening "the love of the theater for the sake of the theater" to
drug addiction, Faure concludes: "It seems certain to me that the morbid
unanimity with which people love the theater indicates both the decomposition
of society and of the theater."40
Faure's anti-theater polemics have a definite point of origin in his vision
of the historical basis of all art forms. Faure differentiated between works of
art that reflected a "symphonic" or "ecumenical" social period, where the
needs, hopes, and desires that animated the populace were more or less
uniform, from more individualistically-oriented periods where the manufacture of artworks reflected the criticism of the preexistent social edifice by one
man (the constructeur). Once this last period had played itself out, creating
anarchy and anomie in its wake, we could again expect a renewal of more
collective forms of expression.41
Architecture, for instance, is the collective art par excellence. Painting
is so only to the degree to which it collaborates with architecture. Both require
a group effort in executing the work and in planning it, and both serve a social
function when finished. Faure sees the postwar years promising the creation
of a new planned and collective society. Hence, his ideal theater would
"possess a collective dramatic architecture such as will raise an entire crowd
to the height of a unanimous, firmly constructed, stylized conception of fate
and world."42This ideal theater, or "collective spectacle," as Faure calls it,
has varied from era to era in its details, its defining characteristic being that,
"everyone assists at it, side by side in a given spot.. .so that all may see from
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their places, whatevertheir social rank may be." Its goal becomes that of
"unitingall classes, all ages and, as a rule, the two sexes, in a unanimous
communionexalting the rhythmicpower that defines, in each one of them,
the moral order."43
The two impedimentsmakingthe collectivespectacle'srealizationin his
day impossiblewere commercialismand individualismin acting, the latter,
"degeneratingso quicklytill it loses all collective significanceand the art is
drawnedin the erotic and bestialfrenzy of the plays of the moderndrawing
roomand publicdancehall." It is perpetuatedby the individualistfree market
in which:
The dramahas become a means of enrichingthe author,who sets himselfthe
servile task of discovering and flattering...the latest weekly fashions of a
publicthat is no longerstirredby any commonfeeling;it is a means of pushing
forwardthe actor for whomthe play is writtenand who subordinatesit, on the
one hand, to the manias of his spectators and, on the other, to his own
success.44

Like Leger, Faure seeks redemptionin the clown, "the sole survivorof
the plastic epic of the theater." His complete control of his part, from
conceptionto execution, "makesa unity, like a picture,a sonata, a poem."45

But beyond sending in the clowns, Faure looks to cinema to effect "the
aesthetic and social transformation of man himself with a power which I
consider to exceed the most extravagant predictions made for it."46 Unlike
the individualist theater, with its single mediator (the identification figure of
the star actor), the cinema provides three mediating mechanisms: the actor,
the camera, and the "photographer" (here probably referring to the director).
Canudo elaborates on the ramifications of Faure's argument. He speaks
of the film actor as a "new human type . .suckled at the breast of modern
society." Emotions, ideas, etc. are translated into completely cinematic "lifemovements" that "present life more intimately than when we see it in the
flesh." He uses Sessue Hayakawa's performance in The Cheat as an example
of a "true state of collective suggestion" and likens it to mesmerism: "The
man we will see on screen is no longer an individual, .. .but a synthesis of
millions of individual facts in his image . .dignified images of our admirably
new civilization." Canudo concludes by prophesying a day in which "the
screen will reveal to us the infinite life in these 'types' as no other art is able
to." This becomes the characters' function in the film.47

B. Cineplastics. What Faure and Canudo would substitute for the prevalent
analogy of film as theater is film as a synthesis of the rhythmic and the plastic
arts. Defining "plastics" as "the art of expressing form in repose or in
movement by all the means that man commands," Faure goes on to argue
that directors should substitute it for plot, which is now relegated to "hardly
more than a pretext, serving to give a certain sequence, a certain probability
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to the action."48Enumeratingthe sourcesof plasticrelationsthe mediumwas
capable of exploiting,Faure mentionsthe actors' "multipleand incessantly
modifiedrelationshipswiththe surroundings,the landscape,the calm, the fury
and the capriceof the elements,naturalor artificiallighting,the prodigiously
complex and shaded play of values, precipitateor retardedmovements."49
Canudoconcurs,and speculateson the day when "the movingimagebecomes
its own end, new and powerful."50There is a close corollary to Leger's
thinkingon howplasticvaluesoughtto predominatethe spectacleand cinema.
C. Cinematic Rhythm. What differentiatescinema radically from older
plastic arts, according to Faure, is its "living rhythm and its repetitionin
time." He sees "the interpenetration,the crossing and the association of
movementsand cadences, already giv[ing] us the impressionthat even the
most mediocrefilms unrollin musicalspace."51Canudoconsideredmusic to
be "the intuitionand organizationof the rhythmsthat govern all nature,"52
and hence universallyand intuitivelyintelligible,as any collective art must
be.
The concept of musical organizationof editing is also crucial to
Leger. Althoughlittle space is devoted to the issue in his writing,we can see
it in Ballet Mecanique. Lawderwrites that, unlike in the narrativefeature
film:"Time . .is never gearedto the narrativeevent. It is ratherexperienced
through the medium of purely visual happening,long or short in duration,
quick or slow in rhythm, and constantlyintercut and interactingwith other
images and movementof correspondingand highly contrastingnature."53In
a note dated July 1924, we can see that Leger had a definitequasi-musical
"score"in mindfor Ballet Mecanique.He dividedthe filminto seven sections
(or "verticalparts"on his accompanyingdiagram)whichwere editedincreasingly rapidlyand with an ever greater numberof shots in order to suggest
a crescendo. Inserted within these blocks were "horizontalpenetrations"
which interruptedthe rhythm of the section and introduceda dissonantly
dissimilar object into it.54 The precise "arithmetical law" of editing that

Legerproposedin the notes never made it into the finishedwork,but Lawder
does suggest a convincing"reading"of the other rhythmicclaims in terms
of the film.55Leger writes of wantingto break down, by means of "editing
tone," anything "imitatingthe movementsof nature."56
Legeralso catalogsthe admirablevarietyof in-framerhythmthat Gance
and Cendrarsused in La Roue: "You will see movingimages presentedlike
a picture,centeredon the screen with a judiciousrange in the balanceof still
and movingparts (the contrastof effects); a still figure on a machinethat is
moving, a modulatedhand in contrast to a geometricmass, circularforms,
abstractforms, the interplayof curves and straightlines (contrastsof lines),
dazzling,wonderful,a movinggeometrythat astonishesyou."57 We see in this
how Leger invokes the concept of "contrast"in discussingLa Roue. As we
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have already mentioned,he exalted "pure plastic contrast" as the highest
good in easel painting."Plastic contrast"can be extendedover time as well
as withina static planeof convas, becominganotherfeatureof film formwith
the potentialfor use. Thus, the dissonantjump cut is the "life blood and
bindingforce of Ballet Mecanique. . .creatingpatternsof continuallyexplod- in
ing contrasts
graphic design, movement, means of image formation,
content
and emotionalovertones."58If we rememberthat
representational
musicwas seen as materializingthe intuitedrhythmsof the naturalorder,and
that this naturalorder consistedof eternal conflict leadingto a definingand
redefiningof the evolving human species, we could see that the pattern of
contrasts,imposedthroughthe editing,had a vaguely eschatologicalcaste to
it. The "eternal clash and birthpangsof the new order" might be said to
materializein Ballet Mecanique's dissonnantrhythms.
And yet by making this tenuous connection, we realize how Leger,
althoughaccepting the external manifestationsof Faure, Canudo,and Cendrars'sfilmlanguage,fails to make much use of theirwidersocialjustification
for it. His denunciationof bourgeoisstarsas representing"individual-as-king"
and theater as an opiate to mask the dislocatingeffects of anomiccapitalism
are all negativein nature.His filmsmay not make use of the sort of bourgeois
conventionsof an outdated order, yet he fails to justify his rhythmic and
plastic abstractionsin his colleagues' social terms. But it is with the next
category - the object - that Leger'srole for cinema in the politicalorder
of thingsbeginsto connectwiththe actualpropertiesof the film medium,and
where he parts companywith Faure and Canudo.
D. Leger: The "Actor Object" as Abstract Shape. Just as the conversion
individual
charactersto "humanmaterial"marked
frompsychologically-oriented
the conversion of theater to "object spectacle," so the advent of "actor
objects"and machinessoundsthe death knell for cinema as "an art that has
until now remainedalmostcompletelydescriptive,sentimentaland documen-

tary."59 Yet, Leger is exploiting values of the object that have nothing to do
with either its innate function or its role in any sort of narrative, but rather
its plastic (i.e., abstract) qualities, "the fact of recognizing a plastic event that
is beautiful in itself without being obliged to look for what it represents." He
speaks of leading an audience to believe that the film he shows is of an odd
planetary surface, before bringing them back to earth by pointing out that
it is merely a closeup of a woman's fingernail, and that its referent is of no
importance at all. Having established this, Leger evolves his crucial argument
for the nature of his non-narrative cinema as:
the painters'and poets' revenge. In an art such as this one, where the image
must be everything and where it is sacrificed to a romantic anecdote, the
avant-gardefilms had to defend themselves and prove that the arts of the
imagination,relegatedto being accessories,could, all alone, throughtheir own
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means, constructfilms withoutscenariosby treatingthe moving image as the
leading character.60
We see that, on a certain level, all the formal devices employed in Ballet
Mecanique serve the end of taking "objects freed from all atmosphere [and
putting] them in new relationships to each other":
I thought that throughfilm this neglected object would be able to assume its
value as well. Beginning there I worked on this film, I took very ordinary
objects that I transferredto the screen by giving them a very deliberate,very
calculated mobility and rhythm... I used the close-up which is the only
cinematographicinvention.Fragmentsof objectswere also useful;by isolating
a thing you give it a personality.All this work led me to consider the event
of objectivityas a very new contemporaryvalue.61
An even cursory glance at Ballet Mecanique should convince us that
the above would be the case. Editing can easily become a device to help "make
us see everything that has been merely noticed." Leger is particularly partial
to the form cut, as when he cuts rapidly from the underside of a gelatin mold
with a foreshortened spigot, to a gear with a black hole in the middle located
at the same point in the frame as the spigot's hole, to a parrot whose eye fills
up and "becomes" the hole in the next frame (shots 100-4).62 Leger even uses
more novel techniques, as when he intercuts an aerial view of a straw hat with
a view of a narrow shoe so that the latter appears to be a side view of the
former (shots 219-23).63 Eyes, eggbeaters, and bits of machinery will appear
abstract in close-up. Finally, Leger's extensive use of prismatic decomposition
of the object represents the most radical break with the literalness of the
image. In each case, we should note carefully, the object is presented free
of any narrative associations, unmediated by any fictive perceiver, and even
stripped of its conventional uses. The cinematic means are all directed to
having us read it as an abstract shape.
E. Impressionism: The Object as "Human and Living Expression." The
immediate cause of the birth of the actor-object was its cheapness, allowing
Leger to be independent of the commercial producer for capital outlay.64
Beyond that practical consideration, the cinema's assimilation of the object
was a hot topic in avant-garde film circles of the twenties, especially for the
protosurrealist camp. It is only by comparing Leger's justification for using
objects with that of his contemporaries that we can see the full ramifications
of his thought at this time. Aragon writes in 1918: "Before the advent of the
cinematograph, hardly an artist had dared use the deceptive harmony of
machines and the obsessive beauty of commercial slogans, posters, evocative
capitals, everyday objects, all that sings of our life and not some artificial
invention ignorant of corned beef and canned wax."65 Louis Delluc praises
film the same year for "isolating explicitly the true poetry of modern life"
which he goes on to define as "that which you glimpse on the street, in a face,
in a sign, in a color, everywhere and incessantly."66
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Delluc's criticismwas refined and developedinto the raison d'etre for
impressionismin the early 1920's by Jean Epstein. He initiallypostulatesa
sort of scenic sublime,wherebythe camera places all objects outsidehuman
mediation,and we see them as entities independentof human existence for
the first time. Yet, this matter is imbued with a spiritualitythat becomes
rematerializedin the film. We see these ideas appliedin Canudo'sreview of
VictorSjostrom's1921 film, ThePhantom Chariot:"Cinemacan allowitself,
indeedmust developthis extraordinaryand poignantfacilityto representthe
non-verbal. .nature as a character.The subconsciousrevealed.The nonmaterial,or whateveryou call it, evokedplasticallyand throughmovement.Here
is the domain that no other art is able to attack and that music can only
suggest. Cinemacan and must representthis."67
In the paragraphabove, we see how the more pantheisticelements of
nonmaterialitymerge into the also immaterialelements of the psychological
"subconscious."Epsteinalso analogizedthe mysticalwith the psychological.

His ideal is for "the photography of the illusions of the heart" or "cinematic
telepathy." Using "some object which [we] hold onto for personal reasons"
as the raw material of the new film style, Epstein elaborates:
To tell the truth,we are incapableof seeing these objects.What we see in them,
through them, are the memories and emotions, the projects or the regrets
which we have attached to these things for a more or less lengthy period of
time... Now this is the cinematic mystery: an object such as this with its
personalcharacter,that is to say, an object situatedin a dramaticaction that
also possesses a photographiccharacter,reveals anew its moral character,its
human and living expression,when reproducedcinematically....68
Thus, Canudo can speak of a "landscape character" in terms of both
pathetic fallacy and embodiment of the hand of God, deriving both these ideas
from Epstein. No matter how much either Faure or Canudo emphasized
purely plastic or rhythmic features of the cinema, ultimately neither meant
for these to replace narrative - rather they sought to use these to illuminate
other aspects of the protagonists' mental life than purely behavioral cinema
would permit.69 In other words, they became impressionists. The formal
features of "film language" had to be reinvented in order to evoke more
closely the mediator's frame of mind.
For the impressionists then, the object became a conservative element
of film language -it tended to be their device to redeem narrative cinema.
While their use of objects only tangentially sought justification in modern life
and in changing social circumstances, the ultimate cause of Leger's interest
in the object could be traced to "the advent of the object that is thrust on
us in all those shops that decorate the streets."70 Leger made Ballet
Mecanique the same year that he was very deeply involved in purist aesthetics. For purists, the manufactured object, with its evolution of design completely
subordinate to efficiency and human need, served as the model for the
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aesthetic. Art historianChristopherGreen notes that Leger was workingon
still lifes for the first time now.71Clearly,the gears, bottles, hats, pots, etc.
could not but strike a responsivechord. Perhapseven more to the point was
Leger'sdesireto use these in pursuitof purelyabstractends. Throughhis use
of the form cut, Leger reduces these objects to their common geometric
elements. In purist terminology, these correspond to "primary sensations...determined in all human beings by the simple play of forms and
primarycolors":

Primarysensationsconstitutethe bases of the plasticlanguage,. . it is a fixed,
formal, explicit, universal language determiningsubjective reactions of an
individualorder which permit the erection on these raw foundationsof a
sensitive work, rich in emotion. . . It does not seem necessary to expatiate at
length on this elementarytruth that anythingof universalvalue is worthmore
than anythingof merely individualvalue. It is a condemnationof 'individualistic' art to the benefit of 'universal'art.72

In puristaesthetics,Legerhas finallybeen ableto solve the problemthat
stopped Canudo and Faure from putting the utopian aspects of their film
theory into consistent practice: what does the filmmakerput before the
camera? While they had to fall back on the narrativeconventionsof the
declining individualistorder, Leger was free to find subject matter that
reflected the progressiveaspects of modernlife. By virtue of both form and
treatment, Ballet Mecanique's objects are plastic and non-individualistic.
Unlikehis contemporaries,however,Legerdoes not base his socialarguments
on film languagealone.
IV. From Cellulose to Screen: Film for Whom? In planninga social
art, the artists must deal with the essential questionof how their work is to
be consumedonce it leaves their studios. After they manipulateits formal
elementsto achieve a desiredeffect upon an audience,how do they go about
findingan audience,and whichclassesin society do they wantto be influenced
by their work?
A. Canudo:Giving the Elite a Lead. Here, we see the widest gap between
Leger and his inspirers.CanudoadoptsTolstoy'ssolutionand writes:"At the
top of all collective artistic realization,there is the conceptionof the lone
man."73The "true problem on Cinema...consists of enriching the visual
languageto includeeverythingdesirablethat this prodigiousexpansioncould
bring to crowds without debasing the standardof sensibilitybut, instead,
raising it." Its "inherent duty of elevation is so strong among responsible
individuals that we ask of today's Cinema to find noble and harmonious visions
of all interior conflicts in order to become, as all good art must, what the poet
calls 'the soul's doctor.' "74
Who will save cinema from the commercial studio system? It is the
studio which turns it into a "homogeneous form," one where:
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productionis the same throughout,distributedequallythroughall quarters,for
every zone of intelligenceand culture. The result is this lamentableprofusion
of serial-typefilms, which imposes on the public, or more properlyspeaking,
on all the differentpublics,an implacablelowestcommondenominatoras soon
as they walk into the moviehouse.75
On the one hand, the director must assume total control of all creative
functions, and everyone else on the set must be subordinated to the director's
will and creative vision, acting as craftsmen and technicians. On the other,
Canudo appeals to "les classes un peu cultivees" to establish a true film
culture, to "the people of taste who gravitate to the arts, to those indispensable
snobs who facilitate exchange and initiative, who, aided by courageous and
vanguard editors, must replace without delay that hoard of scribblers for the
majority of cinema periodicals, which are more business bulletins than critical
forums."76

One title that Canudo uses in his essay is "The Rights of Intelligence."
He cryptically notes that: "Intellectuals can rejoice at the movement which
grows strong at the breast of commercial cinema. . . Bad business eventually
will force industry to renew and enoble its production and in so doing, to
appeal to the supreme aspirations and to the supreme representation of all
literate society: Art."77 An implicit premise of this argument's elitism is that
the present day masses are not yet ready to participate in the ideals of "mass
society." Describing film as "a victim of the political and social chaos in which
the whole world is floundering," Elie Faure wonders:
Is [the cinema]destined,as I wouldstill like to think, in a rejuvenatedsociety,
to become the art of the mass, the center of a powerfulcommunionin which
the symphonicformswillbe bornin a tumultof passionand used withaesthetic
ends capable of lifting the heart? Is it destined, if the customs of democratic
society persist, to specialize like other forms of art, to furnish sentimental
insanities for the appetite of the mob, is it destined to reveal its hidden
harmoniesonly to the initiate? I hope not.78
Faure ends up by declaring that cinema will only be worthy of its
potential as mass art when it becomes "steeped completely in the needs of
the people" rather than pandering to their mere "appetites." Since this
largely precludes input from the same people who, after all, do not really know
their needs, we can see the rationale for producing this ostensibly mass art
in elitist circumstances.
And this is what the thrust of Canudo's criticism was aiming at. In 1922,
as we recall, he founded the first film club, C.A.S.A. He used as the prototype
the film installation at the 1922 Salon D'Automne, which he organized. Since
it was the first film exhibition at a museum, it allowed for Canudo to use his
imagination completely. It gained enormous influence, and the "Exposition
de l'art dans le Cinema Francais" at the Musee Galliera in 1924 and the
crucial "Exposition Internationale des Arts Decoratifs" of the following year
used the same format. By seeking to give film prestige, these shows exhibited
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film as if they were paintingsor sculpture. Lawderdocuments the Musee
Galliera'sexhibit. In it was paraphernaliaused by cineasts Epstein, Delluc,
L'Herbier,and Gance - stills, costumes, props and set designs, film clips,
manuscripts,and the like. Ironically,the only thingmissingwas the completed
films; the whole was by no means given predominanceover the sum of its
parts.79While proclaiminghow the cinema, by its mechanicalnature, could
offer universalsalvation,these theoristsreducedit into an oldermuseum-type
art throughtheir display.With this exhibitservingas the modelfor C.A.S.A.
and other film clubs of the twenties, we can well imagine how rarefiedthe
atmospheremust have gotten at times, and we can appreciateJacquesBrunius's cynical descriptionof the avant-gardeaudience as being made up of
"snobs and windbags."80
B. Leger: "The Public Is Better than We Think It Is." Ballet
Mecaniquewas very much the productof this avant-gardesupportstructure.
It was financedentirelyby Leger81and was first shownat the Internationale
Ausstellungneuer Theatertechnik,a Viennacine-club.82Althoughthe ideology behindthis system was undoubtedlyelitist, Leger brokewith it to advance
a modicumof populism.Unlike Canudoor the generationof impressionists
who followed in his footsteps and were even more skeptical of the crowd
and its values than he,83 Leger felt that the workers and peasants were
the incarnationof the already new man. We might rememberthat while
Canudo assured us that the masses did not know yet what they wanted,
Cendrarsended his manifesto with the words, "Revolution.Youth of the
world. Today." Leger's optimismabout a new theater is based on his confidence that "the public is better than we think it is, but between the public
and the director, there is often an importantobstructive character-the
produceror the impresario-who often misunderstandshis publicand warps
everything."84He attempts to reconcile the aforementionedelite support
system that created Ballet Mecanique with his populistideals:
Naturally,the creatorsof these films have never intendedto make them
availableto the publicat largefor commercialprofit.All the same,thereis
a minorityof peoplein the worldwhoare for us; it is morenumerousthan
one might think,andit prefersqualityto quantity.[italicsmine]85
Leger's anti-bourgeoisnotionsextend past the confinesof blamingthat
class for narrative cinema; indeed Leger blames all art on it. He, more
precisely,holdsit responsiblefor "hierarchicalprejudicesin art," whichcause
us to perceive beauty in art and to be blind to it elsewhere in life. "The
beautifulis everywhere;perhapsmore in the arrangementof your saucepans
on the whitewallsof your kitchenthan in your eighteenthcenturylivingroom
or your official museum."86 He then points to "the primary forms" of

geometry as replacing the old forms in terms of beauty. The bourgeois'
studiousassimilationof codes of taste from anotherera makes them deliberately ignore the particularlymodern "aestheticsof contrast":
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Evolutionnotwithstanding,the averagebourgeoishas retainedhis ideas of tone
on tone, the decorative concept... Contrasthas always frightenedpeaceful
and satisfiedpeople;they eliminateit from their lives as much as possible,and
as they are disagreeablystartedby the dissonancesof some billboardor other,
so their lives are organizedto avoid all such uncouth contact. This milieu is
the last one the artist should frequent;truth is shroudedand feared; all that
remainsis manners,fromwhichan artistcan seek in vain to learnsomething.87
On the other hand, "the peasant resists these mollifications; he has
retained a taste for violent contrasts in his costume, and a poster in his field
does not upset him."88As artist, Leger takes working class taste into account,
describing how he assembled "a group of workers and people in the neighborhood" in order to test their reactions to a scene in Ballet Mecanique. He then
edited on the basis of these reactions.89So when he writes in a 1914 manifesto
that the artist must display "a sensibility far in advance of the normal vision
of the crowd," we tend to take his use of the word "vision" quite literally to
mean translation of phenomena into plastic terms, rather than accord it the
same significance as it holds to a Faure.90
Yet, in addition to getting his inspiration from them, the modern artist
also works directly to the advantage of the masses. Films like Ballet
Mecanique and hypothetical spectacles would serve the purpose of making
us "aware of our daily actions; concern for the beautiful fills three-quarters
of everyday life." The last four pages of Leger's article on the spectacle deal
with how to reform the material life of France. Rather than imposing a new
sensibility on the people as would Faure and Canudo, Leger's goal becomes
one of training the new humanity to transform its material life and thus rid
itself of the "harshness and demands of modern life." It is finally the masses
themselves who become their own constructeurs. Here we can see how
Leger's views were closer to Marxist socialism than the romantic utopian type
of planning favored by his friends Canudo and Faure. As spectacle narrows
its gap with life, life will turn into a well-organized spectacle:
The visualworldof a largemoderncity, that vast modernspectaclethat I spoke
of in the beginning,is badly orchestrated;in fact, not orchestratedat all. The
intensity of the street shatters our nerves and drives us crazy.
Let's tackle the problemin all its scope. Let's organizethe exteriorspectacle.91
And it is exactly whom Leger hopes to include as part of this "us" that
makes his theories unique in the context of the cubist/Orphist left. If we
compare his sentiments with those of the purist group, whose influence he was
most strongly under at the time, we can see how Leger managed to realize
the aspirations of the utopian avant-garde while others were drawn into
inconsistency.
Purism was the brainchild of Ozenfant and Le Corbusier.92Its ideas were
set forth as early as 1918, even though it only developed into a movement
some two years later when the two started their journal L'Esprit Nouveau.
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While its terminologymay differfromits predecessors,many of its underlying
ideas shouldby now have a familiarring. For the purists,as for the Orphists,
science and technologyassume a leading role in the modernera. ("Modern
life has with its machineryperfected our lives. The spirit itself, as a direct
consequence, has developed its taste for perfect order.")93Again spirit is
changedthroughsensation:the puristendeavorconsistsof trying to discover
universallaws of proportionthat underlie the perceptionof the aforementioned primaryforms. These forms would involve a dovetailingof physical
utility and sensory intelligibilityinasmuch as both led in the direction of
geometricsimplification.For purism,this last fact took on an almostmystical
significance,affirmingthe unity of everyone and everything.
Since, for the purists,the basis of these laws lay in the structureof the
brain and senses, they could be discoveredby the self-interrogationof the
artist. Certaincommon items that have assumed fixed shapes over time in
complete conformityto their use are accordeda state of grace (these would
includecups, glasses, and bottles).Next come machineswhich, althoughthey
are not yet perfected, at least strive for an appearance molded by utility.94

These primary forms are proliferatedbecause of the demands of modern
industrialcivilization.They take over the landscapein the form of factories
and airplanesand oil derricks,creatinga sense of orderand balancein their
wake. So while both it and Orphismseek redemptionin the sensations of
modern life, the latter group stresses their dissonance and fragmentation,
whilethe puristspick up on a kindof geometricharmonyof industrialdesign.
For Faure and Canudo, artists play the role of flamboyantprophets,
transmittingtheir enthusiamsfor modernlife to the anomic,fragmentedmob
corruptedby the bourgeoissocialorder.Purismsoughtsocialplanningthrough
a concretetransformationof society's physicalplant, i.e., its architectureand
design.95In order to accomplishthis end, the artist had to become a coolly
rational efficiency expert, willingto collaboratewith those progressiveelements withingovernmentand industry.96
Ballet Mecaniquefunctionsin both capacities.On the one hand,its lack
of any psychologicallycoherentidentificationfigureto mediatebetweenmaker
and viewer, its dissonantrhythms, and its synthesis of differentobjects into
a readily reducible"primaryshape" make it into a paradigmof the "new
humanity."On the other hand, its celebrationof the technologicallytransformed environmentencouragesthe transformationof the "exteriorspectacle" alonglines moreacceptableto the purists.Andyet Legerultimatelyparts
company with his colleagues by having his film mark the departureof the
artist as a social leader. A new era of technicallysophisticatedfolk art was
inauguratedallowingeveryone a hand in planningthe new world.97Ballet
Mecanique held up an optimisticmirrorto mass culture, channelingback to
the masses all the energy they generated. Only by showing them what
they had accomplishedcould Leger turn them into agents of their destiny
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responsible for creating a new society. Seen in these terms, Ballet
Mecanique takes on the poignancyof a relic of a civilizationthat never was,
or the blueprintfor one that wouldnever be.
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